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Abstract

Penrose’s inequality which relates the total mass of a space-time containing
a black hole with the area of the event horizon, is a yet unproven condition
that is required for the cosmic censorship hypothesis. It is believed that the
inequality could be proved by using properties of the Hawking mass. This
thesis gives analytical expressions for the Hawking mass in slowly rotating
Kerr and Kerr-Newman space-times. It is also shown that the expressions
are monotonically increasing, a result that does not contradict Penrose’s
inequality.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In general relativity there is no clear answer as to how to define mass. The
old way from classical physics to integrate pointwise over space is not working
by reasons which are discussed in chapter 5.

Instead there are several attempts to define mass at a quasi-local level.
Some examples are the Hawking mass, the Nester-Witten integral, Komar’s
mass and Penrose’s quasi-local mass. At the moment there does not exist
any quasi-local mass expression that satisfies all of the conditions that a
quasi-local mass expression should. It is not even certain that it is possible
to define a totally correct quasi-local mass.

In this thesis the Hawking mass will be studied and a brief introduction
will therefore be given in chapter 5. One of the reasons behind the fact that
the Hawking mass is interesting to study is that there exists a hope that it
can be used to prove Penrose’s inequality which is described in chapter 3.2.

The Hawking mass will be calculated in Kerr and Kerr-Newman space-
times. The results are then tested against the predictions from Penrose’s
inequality.

The Hawking mass has already been calculated in Kerr space-time in [5],
but only with numerical calculations. This gives a good picture, but since
it only gives a finite number of approximated results instead of a continuous
mass function important properties of the mass could be missed.

Therefore all calculations in this thesis will be done analytically. To
simplify the calculations the rotation of space-time is restricted to assume
small values, which will make it possible to use a Taylor expansion.

Chapter 2 gives an introduction to some different metrics and when read-
ing it is important to know the sign convention used, which in this thesis is
(+ - - -).

Bengtsson, 2007. 1
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Chapter 2

Black Holes

The name Black holes was firstly introduced by Wheeler, in the late 1960’s [1].
But the phenomena it describes was predicted over 200 years earlier.

Already in 1795 did P. Laplace use Newton’s theory of gravity and New-
ton’s corpuscular theory to show that light cannot escape from a body with
enough mass [7].

The first predictions of black holes in a relativistic universe, was made by
Oppenheimer and Snyder in 1939.

Basically a black hole can be described by a singularity that is contained
within an event horizon. The horizon is the limit that encloses an area from
which nothing, not even light, can escape. The horizon’s radius (r+) in a
stationary black hole depends on three variables (M, a, q) according to

r+ = M +
√

M2 − a2 − q2 (2.1)

These three variables that emerge in equation (2.1) completely describes
a stationary black hole. First there is the mass M , secondly the charge q
and finally a which is the rotation of the black hole, described by the angular
momentum per unit mass (a = J

M
).

To describe the space-time in general relativity it is necessary to solve
Einstein’s field equations,

Gab = 8πTab (2.2)

where Gab is the Einstein tensor and Tab is the stress-energy tensor. In
vacuum is Tab = 0 so the vacuum field equations take the form:

Gab = 0 (2.3)

Even if equation (2.3) now seems to be rather simple, it still is very hard
to solve in the general case. But in some systems it is possible. For example,

Bengtsson, 2007. 3



4 Chapter 2. Black Holes

in the trivial case of no matter the space-time is totally flat. It can also
be solved under the use of some symmetry. In the following sections four
different metrics will be presented. Two of them includes are solutions to the
vacuum field equations, while the other two includes charge and therefore
must be solutions to a special case of (2.2) which is called Einstein electrovac
equation.

2.1 Schwarzschild metric

One of the very first solutions to Einstein’s vacuum field equations was dis-
covered less than a year after Einstein had published his equations in 1915.

It was K. Schwarzschild who had successfully solved the equations after
introducing a spherical symmetry that strongly simplified the problem.

The solution gives a metric called the Schwarzschild metric that describes
the space-time geometry under the influence of a static non-rotating, un-
charged object, for example a black hole. That is M �= 0 and a = q = 0.

The metric could be written in many different coordinate systems. Each
of them with its own advantage and disadvantage. Some examples of coordi-
nates that have been developed are Novikov coordinates and Kruskal-Szekeres
coordinates [7].

Here shall only the coordinate system used by Schwarzschild be men-
tioned. It is rather simple

ds2 =

(
1 − 2M

r

)
dt2 − 1

1 − 2M
r

dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (2.4)

but it has a serious drawback. It is not possible to use this coordinates to
calculate anything on the horizon r+ = 2M because the metric apparently is
singular there, according to this coordinate system.

2.2 Reissner-Nordström metric

Schwarschild’s solution was extended by Reissner in 1916 and Nordström
in 1918 to also include the cases where the static black hole was charged
(M �= 0, a = 0, q �= 0).

ds2 =

(
1 − 2M

r
+

q2

r2

)
dt2 − 1

1 − 2M
r

+ q2

r2

dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) (2.5)
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2.3 Kerr metric

In 1963 came the first metric that could describe the space-time in the pres-
ence of a stationary rotating black hole. The metric, which was discovered by
Kerr could not include any charge, since it was a solution to the vacuum field
equations, so this time (M �= 0, a �= 0, q = 0). Written in Boyer-Lindquist
coordinates (t,r,θ,φ) the Kerr-metric takes the form:

ds2 =
Δ

Σ
(dt− a sin2 θdφ)2 − sin2 θ

Σ
((r2 + a2)dφ− adt)2 − Σ

Δ
dr2 −Σdθ2 (2.6)

where

Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ (2.7)

Δ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2. (2.8)

If a = 0 the Kerr metric as expected reduces to the Schwarzschild metric.

2.4 Kerr-Newman metric

Since Reissner-Nordström only extends the Schwarzschild metric to also in-
clude the charge and the Kerr metric just also includes the rotation, there
is a need for a fourth metric that includes all variables needed to describe
a black hole. That is where the Kerr-Newman metric comes in. It includes
M , a and q and it is therefore the most general metric since it has been
proven that these three variables are the only variables needed to completely
describe any stationary black hole. Written in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates
it has the following appearance

ds2 =
Δ

Σ
(dt− a sin2 θdφ)2 − sin2 θ

Σ
((r2 + a2)dφ− adt)2 − Σ

Δ
dr2 −Σdθ2 (2.9)

where

Σ ≡ r2 + a2 cos2 θ (2.10)

Δ ≡ r2 − 2Mr + a2 + q2. (2.11)
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Chapter 3

Penrose’s inequality

3.1 Cosmic Censorship Hypothesis

According to chapter 2 every black hole has an event horizon and equa-
tion (2.1) tells us that the horizon has a radius of r+ = M +

√
M2 − a2 − q2.

That it is something special about this r-value can be seen in the Kerr and
Kerr-Newman metrics where Δ stands in the denominator and r = r+ is the
larger solution to the equation Δ = 0. But what happens if the expression
under the square root is negative? That is, if

a2 + q2 > M. (3.1)

The horizon should then disappear, and the singularity should be naked
in front of the rest of the universe. That is called a naked singularity [3].
Naked singularities are not believed to exist and therefore has the existence
of black holes which obey equation (3.1) been forbidden. This is called the
cosmic censorship hypothesis and is still unproved.

Instead of a proof conditions like the Penrose’s inequality have been intro-
duced that must be fulfilled if the cosmic censorship hypothesis should have
any chance to be true. So if Penrose’s inequality should be contradicted, also
the cosmic censorship hypothesis will fall.

3.2 Penrose’s inequality

Penrose’s inequality was introduced by R. Penrose in 1973 to give a required
condition for the cosmic censorship hypothesis. It gives a lower limit for
the total mass (M) in a space-time containing a black hole. The limit de-
pends only on the area (A) of the black hole’s event horizon. This could in
mathematical language be written:

Bengtsson, 2007. 7



8 Chapter 3. Penrose’s inequality

M ≥
√

A

16π
(3.2)

Penrose’s inequality has been proved for some cases. It has for example
been proved by Tod for static black holes with the use of Penrose’s quasi-local
mass. But a general proof has so far never been found [6].



Chapter 4

Newman-Penrose formalism

There are at least two ways in which the calculations in this thesis could
be made. By spinors or by the use of a tetrad formalism. In this thesis
only the later approach will be used, or more precisely a tetrad formalism
developed by Newman and Penrose in 1962. Therefore a brief introduction
to Newman-Penrose formalism will follow.

The Newman-Penrose formalism is based on the use of a null tetrad which
is a tetrad consisting of null vectors. The null vectors, here called (l,n,m, m̄)
should fulfill certain conditions.

First of all should l and n be real and m and m̄ should be complex conju-
gates. Secondly the null vectors should satisfy the orthogonality conditions:

l · m = l · m̄ = n · m = n · m̄ = 0 (4.1)

and finally, but not necessarily are the normalization conditions

l · n = −m̄ · m = 1 (4.2)

often introduced.

To construct a suitable null tetrad (l,n,m, m̄) it is possible to start with
an ordinary ON-tetrad (t,x,y, z) and use the equations [5]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

l = 1√
2
(t + z)

n = 1√
2
(t − z)

m = 1√
2
(x + iy)

m̄ = 1√
2
(x − iy).

(4.3)

The tetrad can then be transformed with three different transformations
which all preserves the properties mentioned above.

Bengtsson, 2007. 9



10 Chapter 4. Newman-Penrose formalism

I : l → l, m → m + Bl, m̄ → m̄ + B̄l, n → n + B̄m + Bm̄ + BB̄l

II : n → n, m → m + An, m̄ → m̄ + Ān, l → l + Ām + Am̄ + AĀn

III : l → λ−1l, n → λn, m → eiθm, m̄ → e−iθm̄

(4.4)

The functions A and B are complex while λ and θ are real-valued functions.

4.1 Spin-coefficients

In this thesis we will calculate the Hawking mass and that requires the
knowledge of the two spin-coefficients, ρ and ρ′, which depends on the null-
tetrad [2]:

First we introduce λabc which depends on the null-tetrad

λabc = (ebi,j − ebj,i)ea
iec

j (4.5)

where e1 = l, e2 = n, e3 = m and e4 = m̄. λabc is then used to define γabc

γabc =
1

2
(λabc + λcab − λbca) (4.6)

from which we will get the desired spin-coefficients ρ and ρ′ from [2]

{
ρ = γ314

ρ′ = −γ243.
(4.7)



Chapter 5

Quasi-local masses

In classical physics it is equally simple to calculate the mass included in a
limited volume as in an infinite volume in asymptotically flat space-times.
The only thing that needs to be done is to integrate the mass density over
the chosen space volume. This is not the case in general relativity, where it
is not always clear how to define mass.

There is no problem to define the mass included in an infinite volume.
This is done by the ADM mass at spatial infinity and the Bondi mass at null
infinity [1].

The problems instead arrives when trying to define the mass in a finite
volume, or with another name, at a quasi-local level. There are several causes
for this, one of them has to do with the fact that the gravitational field is
carrying energy, or in another word mass. But the gravitational field does
not have any definition of its energy on a local or quasi-local level so it is
unclear how the gravitational field contributes to the mass in this limited
volume.

There have been many attempts to find a good definition of mass on a
quasi-local level, but so far has neither of them fulfilled all expectations there
are on a quasi-local mass. It is not even clear that it is possible at all to give
a correct definition of a quasi-local mass.

Bengtsson, 2007. 11



12 Chapter 5. Quasi-local masses

5.1 Expectations on a quasi-local mass

A correct definition of a quasi-local mass must fulfil a number of properties.
A complete analysis can be found in [4]. Here only some of the most obvious
conditions will be mentioned.

1. The limit for the quasi-local mass should be the ADM mass when we
go to spatial infinity and the Bondi mass when we are going to null
infinity.

2. At null infinity the energy should decrease as much as the Bondi mass
does.

3. When the 2-surface which constitutes the boundary of the studied vol-
ume shrinks toward a point the mass should decrease to finally approach
zero.

5.2 The Hawking mass

In 1968 a new suggestion came for a mass expression. The expression which
was proposed by S. Hawking was a measure of the bending of light passing
orthogonally through a spacelike 2-sphere, which hereafter will be called S.

The mass which got the name Hawking mass (mH) does not fulfill all
the wishes you could have on a good quasi-local mass expression, but there
are still some things that makes it better than many other proposed mass
expressions.

One advantage is that it is calculated by a rather simple expression. The
Hawking mass has also given many expectations that it one day could be
used to formulate a proof for Penrose’s inequality. Since the Hawking mass

equals
√

A
16π

at the event horizon, at which either ρ or ρ′ is zero, it is enough

to show that it is never decreasing when r increases from the event horizon
to infinity where it gives the total mass, to show that Penrose’s inequality is
not contradicted.

The Hawking mass in S can with the use of Newton-Penrose formalism
and the spin-coefficients ρ and ρ′ be written

mH =

√
A

16π

(
1 +

1

2π

∮
S

ρρ′dS
)

(5.1)

where A is the area of the 2-sphere S and ρ and ρ′ depends on a tetrad (l, n,
m, m̄) where l and n are null normals to S.
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To calculate the integral the tetrad should therefore be chosen so that
l and n are the null vectors that goes in and out orthogonally through the
sphere. That will make m and m̄ tangent to the spacelike 2-sphere S. And
the two spin-coefficients ρ and ρ′, which are measuring how the ingoing and
outgoing null-cones expands, will be real coefficients [4].

To get the tetrad needed for the calculations, we start with a standard
tetrad that works for both Kerr- and Kerr-Newman space-time [2].

⎧⎨
⎩

li = 1
Δ

(r2 + a2, Δ, 0, a)
ni = 1

2Σ
(r2 + a2,−Δ, 0, a)

mi = 1√
2�

(ia sin θ, 0, 1, i
sin θ

)
(5.2)

Where {
� = r + ia cos θ
Σ = r2 + a2 cos 2θ

(5.3)

and Δ depends on which metric we are using

Δ =

{
r2 − 2Mr + a2 in Kerr
r2 − 2Mr + a2 + q2 in Kerr-Newman.

(5.4)

The q2 term in (5.4) is the only difference between the two metrics and
for the remaining calculations in this chapter, there is therefore no meaning
to separate the calculations for the different metrics. This since the result
will always be the same, as long as we express the results in Δ.

To calculate the Hawking mass we should use a tetrad that includes two
null vectors m and m̄ that lies on the sphere S, which have r and t constant.
Consequently must

m1 = m2 = 0 (5.5)

and some transformations according to the transformation rules in (4.4) are
therefore necessary for the calculations.

The total transformation which are needed consists of one transformation
of type II, and one of type I [5]

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

l → l + Ām + Am̄ + AĀn
n → n + B̄(m + An) + B(m̄ + Ān) + Bb̄(l + Ām + Am̄ + AĀn)
m → (1 + ĀB)m + ABm̄ + Bl + A(1 + ĀB)n
m̄ → (1 + AB̄)m̄ + ĀB̄m + B̄l + Ā(1 + AB̄)n.

(5.6)
The constants A and B can then be calculated with equation (5.5) and (5.6)
to
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{
A = −i

√
2�̄

(
r2 + a2 − √

(r2 + a2)Σ + 2Mra2sin2θ
)
/(aΔ sin θ)

B = AΔ
2Σ−AĀΔ

.
(5.7)

Before equations (4.5) - (4.7) can be used to calculate the spin-coefficients
needed to calculate the Hawking mass, the tetrad must be calculated in its
covariant form. To get the covariant form the metric will have to be used to
lower the indices [2]

gab =

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

1 − 2Mr
Σ

0 0 2aMrsin2θ
Σ

0 −Σ
Δ

0 0
0 0 −Σ 0

2aMrsin2θ
Σ

0 0 −(r2 + a2 + 2a2Mrsin2θ
Σ

)sin2θ

⎞
⎟⎟⎠

where Σ and Δ are defined as in (5.3) and (5.4).
The spin-coefficients are then used in (5.1) to calculate the Hawking mass.

This is the point where the equations have started to be pretty complicated
and we are therefore forced to use Taylor expansions for small rotations to
simplify the problem. Otherwise it would not be possible to calculate the
integral in (5.1).

The spin-coefficients that are calculated in this thesis are quite good to use
in calculations of the Hawking mass, but they can also be used to calculate
an expression from Witten. This expression which is a special case of the
so-called Nester-Witten integral, is

W = −1

2

∮
S

(1

2
ρ + ρ′)dS (5.8)

and is sometimes used as a quasi-local mass.



Chapter 6

Results

Expressions for the Hawking mass and Nester-Witten integral have been
calculated with the use of Maple, in the area of small rotations. The result
is presented both as analytical expressions and as plots over the functions
both in Kerr and Kerr-Newman space-times.

All expressions have at least three dependent variables (M, r, a). But
since there is a limitation, that a plot maximally can be three-dimensional,
some variables must be held constant. In all plots therefore M = 1. In
Kerr-Newman space-time where we will get functions which depends on four
variables (M, r, a, q), the plots will also keep the rotation variable a constant.
The value of q will also be restricted to small values, in other case should not
a2 � M2 − q2 which is required from the Taylor expansion.

It is also important to notice the interval in which the r-value are plotted.
Since we are only studying the expressions on the outside of the event horizon,
the lower limit of the r-value will be M +

√
M2 − a2 − q2. The upper limit

can on the other hand, be chosen freely. In this thesis this limit is chosen
to be 20, a figure that seemed to be quite enough to capture all interesting
properties of the functions. So all plots are drawn with the parameter r
belonging to the interval M +

√
M2 − a2 − q2 ≤ r ≤ 20M = 20.

6.1 The Hawking mass in Kerr space-time

In Kerr space-time the Hawking mass depends on M , a and r according to:

mH = M − M2

r3
a2 − 1

30

2r3 − 2Mr2 − 28rM2 − 57M3

r6
a4 + O(a5) (6.1)

or written on a common denominator

Bengtsson, 2007. 15



16 Chapter 6. Results

mH = M − 2r2(r − M)a2 + 30M2r3 − (28rM2 + 57M3)a2

30r6
a2 + O(a5) (6.2)

Since a is small it is from equation (6.2) possible to see that the Hawking
mass is indeed monotonic with respect to r in slowly rotating systems. This
result therefore fulfills the expectations from Penrose’s inequality. The func-
tion can also be seen in fig. 6.1 where it is plotted with M=1. The monotonic
properties of (6.1) can be seen in fig. 6.1 even if it is more clearly visible in
fig. 6.2, where the function is plotted in two dimensions when a is fixed to a
number of values.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

r
0

0.02
0.04

0.06
0.08

0.1

a

0.9988

0.999

0.9992

0.9994

0.9996

0.9998

1

Figure 6.1: The Hawking mass in slowly rotating Kerr space-time, for M=1.
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a=0.04
a=0.06
a=0.08

 

0.9992

0.9994

0.9996

0.9998

1

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
r

Figure 6.2: The Hawking mass in slowly rotating Kerr space-time, for M=1
and a=0.04, a=0.06 and a=0.08.

6.2 The Hawking mass in Kerr-Newman space-

time

In Kerr-Newman space-time should the Hawking mass also depend on the
charge q. So the expression is a bit more complicated in Kerr-Newman than
in Kerr space-time.

mH =
2Mr − q2

2r
−

3q4M + 6M2r3 − 2rq4 − 4r3q2 + 13Mr2q2 − 12r2M3 − 4M2rq2

6r4(r2 − 2Mr + q2)
a2 + O(a4)

(6.3)

It is easy to see that the first term in (6.3), 2Mr−q2

2r
is increasing when r

increases. This is also true for the second term in (6.3). It is a bit harder to
show that, but after the numerator has been divided by r2 − 2Mr + q2 the
a2-term can be written

−
(

6rM2 − 4rq2 + 5Mq2

6r4
+

q4

3r4(r − M − M2−q2

r−M
)

)
a2 (6.4)
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and from this it is possible to see that the a2-term is increasing with r.
This can also be seen in fig. 6.3, where mH is plotted versus r and q when

a = 0.04.

2
4

6
8

10
12

14
16

18
20

r

0
0.01

0.02
0.03

0.04

q

0.9994

0.9995

0.9996

0.9997

0.9998

0.9999

1

Figure 6.3: The Hawking mass in slowly rotating Kerr-Newman space-time,
for M=1 and a=0.04

6.3 Nester-Witten integral in Kerr space-time

A Taylor expansion of Nester-Witten integral in Kerr space-time gives

W = M − 3r2 − Mr + 4M2

6r3
a2 +

64M3 + 5r3 + 10Mr2 + 28rM2

60r6
a4 + O(a5)

(6.5)
like with the Hawking mass in Kerr space-time a rewriting of equation (6.5)

W = M−10r4(3r − M) + 40r3M2 − (64M3 + 5r3 + 10Mr2 + 28rM2)a2

60r6
a2+O(a5)

(6.6)
lead us to the conclusion that for small a the Nester-Witten integral is never
decreasing with respect to r. This could also be seen in fig. 6.4 and 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: The Nester-Witten integral in slowly rotating Kerr space-time,
for M=1.
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Figure 6.5: The Nester-Witten integral in slowly rotating Kerr space-time,
for M=1 and a=0.04, a=0.06 and a=0.08.
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6.4 Nester-Witten integral in Kerr-Newman

space-time

In Kerr-Newman space-time is the Nester-Witten integral

W =
2Mr − q2

2r
− 3r7 − q6r + 6Mq4r2 + 20M2r5 − 20M3r4 + 16M4r3 + 13

2
r5q2

6r4(r2 − 2Mr + q2)2
a2−

1
2
r3q4 + 2Mq6 − 13Mr4q2 + 2M2r3q2 − 4M3r2q2 − 6M2rq4 − 13Mr6

6r4(r2 − 2Mr + q2)2
a2 + O(a3)

(6.7)

The increased complexity unfortunately makes it hard to see whether the
Hawking mass is monotonic or not in general in Kerr-Newman space-time.
There is no question that it is monotonic for large values of r, but for small
r we must rely on the plot in fig. 6.6, where the Nester-Witten integral is
plotted versus r and q when a = 0.04. A plot is not a really good tool to
make any conclusions, but it does at least not obviously contradicting the
Penrose’s inequality since it looks to be never decreasing when r increases
from the event horizon to infinity.
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0.9999

Figure 6.6: The Nester-Witten integral in slowly rotating Kerr-Newman
space-time, for M=1 and a=0.04.



Chapter 7

Discussion and Summary

The Hawking mass and the Nester-Witten intregral has in this thesis been
confirmed to be monotonic and never decreasing in slowly rotating Kerr and
Kerr-Newman space-times. Penrose’s inequality is then not contradicted.
The confirmations of the monotonic properties was done analytically in all
cases, apart from the case with the Nester-Witten integral in Kerr-Newman
space-time where the plot instead was used to show the desired properties.
The use of a plot of course means, that it is not completely proved that the
Nester-Witten integral is monotonic, so a more intense analytical study of
equation (6.7) should be required.

All symbolic calculations in this thesis were made in slowly rotating sys-
tems due to lack of the computer capacity needed for a more general case. In
the future it would however be interesting to see the result of a more general
case.
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Appendix A

Maple Worksheets

A.1 The Hawking mass in Kerr space-time

restart:

assume(r,real,a,real,u,real,M,real): additionally(r,positive,a,positive,M,positive):

Delta:=r^2-2*M*r+a^2:

Sigma:=r^2+a^2*cos(u)^2:

rho1:=r+I*a*cos(u):

L:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/Delta),(2)=1,

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/Delta)]):

N:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/(2*Sigma)),(2)=simplify(-Delta/(2*Sigma)),

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/(2*Sigma))]):

M1:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(4)=simplify(I/(sqrt(2)*rho1*sin(u)))]):

M2:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(-I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(4)=simplify(-I/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*sin(u)))]):

A1:=conjugate(A):

B1:=conjugate(B):

l:=array(1..4):

n:=array(1..4):

m:=array(1..4):

mc:=array(1..4):

for i from 1 to 4 do

l[i]:=L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]:

n[i]:=N[i]+B1*(M1[i]+A*N[i])+B*(M2[i]+A1*N[i])+B*B1*(L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]):

m[i]:=M1[i]*(1+B*A1)+M2[i]*A*B+L[i]*B+N[i]*A*(1+B*A1):

mc[i]:=M2[i]*(1+B1*A)+M1[i]*A1*B1+L[i]*B1+N[i]*A1*(1+B1*A):

end do:

A:=I*(-sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*(r^2+a^2-sqrt((r^2+a^2)*Sigma+2*M*r*a^2*sin(u)^2))/(Delta*a*sin(u))):

B:=A*Delta/(2*Sigma-A*A1*Delta):

g:=array(1..4,1..4,[

(1,1)=1-2*M*r/Sigma,(1,2)=0,(1,3)=0,(1,4)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,

(2,1)=0,(2,2)=-Sigma/Delta,(2,3)=0,(2,4)=0,

(3,1)=0,(3,2)=0,(3,3)=-Sigma,(3,4)=0,

(4,1)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,(4,2)=0,(4,3)=0,(4,4)=-((r^2+a^2)+2*a^2*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma)*sin(u)^2]):

ll:=array(1..4):

nn:=array(1..4):
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mm:=array(1..4):

mmc:=array(1..4):

for j from 1 to 4 do

ll[j]:=l[1]*g[1,j]+l[2]*g[2,j]+l[3]*g[3,j]+l[4]*g[4,j]:

nn[j]:=n[1]*g[1,j]+n[2]*g[2,j]+n[3]*g[3,j]+n[4]*g[4,j]:

mm[j]:=m[1]*g[1,j]+m[2]*g[2,j]+m[3]*g[3,j]+m[4]*g[4,j]:

mmc[j]:=mc[1]*g[1,j]+mc[2]*g[2,j]+mc[3]*g[3,j]+mc[4]*g[4,j]:

end do:

lambda314:=-diff(ll[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(ll[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda431:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*l[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*l[2]

-diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*l[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*l[2]:

lambda143:= diff(mmc[1],u)*l[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*l[2]*m[3]

-diff(mmc[4],r)*l[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*l[4]*m[3]:

lambda324:=-diff(nn[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(nn[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda432:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*n[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*n[2]

-diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*n[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*n[2]:

lambda243:= diff(mmc[1],u)*n[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*n[2]*m[3]

-diff(mmc[4],r)*n[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*n[4]*m[3]:

s1:=1/2*(lambda314+lambda431-lambda143):

s2:=-1/2*(lambda243+lambda324-lambda432):

s:=(s1*s2):

Q:=simplify(sqrt(sin(u)^2*((r^2+a^2)^2-a^2*(r^2-2*M*r+a^2)*sin(u)^2))):

Area:=simplify(2*Pi*int(Q,u=0..Pi)):

Mh:=simplify(sqrt(Area/(4*Pi)^3)*(2*Pi+simplify(2*Pi*int(taylor(s*Q,a=0,7),u=0..Pi)))):

simplify(taylor(Mh,a=0,6));
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A.2 The Hawking mass in Kerr-Newman space-

time

restart:

assume(r,real,a,real,u,real,M,real,q,real): additionally(r,positive,a,positive,M,positive,q,positive):

Delta:=r^2-2*M*r+a^2+q^2:

Sigma:=r^2+a^2*cos(u)^2:

rho1:=r+I*a*cos(u):

L:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/Delta),(2)=1,

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/Delta)]):

N:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/(2*Sigma)),(2)=simplify(-Delta/(2*Sigma)),

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/(2*Sigma))]):

M1:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(4)=simplify(I/(sqrt(2)*rho1*sin(u)))]):

M2:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(-I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(4)=simplify(-I/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*sin(u)))]):

A1:=conjugate(A):

B1:=conjugate(B):

l:=array(1..4):

n:=array(1..4):

m:=array(1..4):

mc:=array(1..4):

for i from 1 to 4 do

l[i]:=L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]:

n[i]:=N[i]+B1*(M1[i]+A*N[i])+B*(M2[i]+A1*N[i])+B*B1*(L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]):

m[i]:=M1[i]*(1+B*A1)+M2[i]*A*B+L[i]*B+N[i]*A*(1+B*A1):

mc[i]:=M2[i]*(1+B1*A)+M1[i]*A1*B1+L[i]*B1+N[i]*A1*(1+B1*A):

end do:

A:=I*(-sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*(r^2+a^2-sqrt((r^2+a^2)*Sigma+2*M*r*a^2*sin(u)^2))/(Delta*a*sin(u))):

B:=A*Delta/(2*Sigma-A*A1*Delta):

g:=array(1..4,1..4,[

(1,1)=1-2*M*r/Sigma,(1,2)=0,(1,3)=0,(1,4)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,

(2,1)=0,(2,2)=-Sigma/Delta,(2,3)=0,(2,4)=0,

(3,1)=0,(3,2)=0,(3,3)=-Sigma,(3,4)=0,

(4,1)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,(4,2)=0,(4,3)=0,(4,4)=-((r^2+a^2)+2*a^2*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma)*sin(u)^2]):

ll:=array(1..4):

nn:=array(1..4):

mm:=array(1..4):

mmc:=array(1..4):

for j from 1 to 4 do

ll[j]:=l[1]*g[1,j]+l[2]*g[2,j]+l[3]*g[3,j]+l[4]*g[4,j]:

nn[j]:=n[1]*g[1,j]+n[2]*g[2,j]+n[3]*g[3,j]+n[4]*g[4,j]:

mm[j]:=m[1]*g[1,j]+m[2]*g[2,j]+m[3]*g[3,j]+m[4]*g[4,j]:

mmc[j]:=mc[1]*g[1,j]+mc[2]*g[2,j]+mc[3]*g[3,j]+mc[4]*g[4,j]:

end do:

lambda314:=-diff(ll[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(ll[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda431:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*l[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*l[2]

-diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*l[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*l[2]:

lambda143:= diff(mmc[1],u)*l[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*l[2]*m[3]

-diff(mmc[4],r)*l[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*l[4]*m[3]:

lambda324:=-diff(nn[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(nn[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda432:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*n[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*n[2]

-diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*n[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*n[2]:
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lambda243:= diff(mmc[1],u)*n[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*n[2]*m[3]

-diff(mmc[4],r)*n[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*n[4]*m[3]:

s1:=1/2*(lambda314+lambda431-lambda143):

s2:=-1/2*(lambda243+lambda324-lambda432):

s:=s1*s2:

Q:=simplify(sqrt(sin(u)^2*((r^2+a^2)^2-a^2*(r^2-2*M*r+a^2)*sin(u)^2))):

Area:=simplify(2*Pi*int(Q,u=0..Pi)):

Mh:=simplify(sqrt(Area/(4*Pi)^3)*(2*Pi+simplify(2*Pi*int(taylor(s*Q,a=0,7),u=0..Pi)))):

simplify(taylor(Mh,a=0,4));
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A.3 Nester-Witten integral in Kerr space-time

restart:

assume(r,real,a,real,u,real,M,real): additionally(r,positive,a,positive,M,positive):

Delta:=r^2-2*M*r+a^2:

Sigma:=r^2+a^2*cos(u)^2:

rho1:=r+I*a*cos(u):

L:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/Delta),(2)=1,

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/Delta)]):

N:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/(2*Sigma)),(2)=simplify(-Delta/(2*Sigma)),

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/(2*Sigma))]):

M1:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(4)=simplify(I/(sqrt(2)*rho1*sin(u)))]):

M2:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(-I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(4)=simplify(-I/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*sin(u)))]):

A1:=conjugate(A):

B1:=conjugate(B):

l:=array(1..4):

n:=array(1..4):

m:=array(1..4):

mc:=array(1..4):

for i from 1 to 4 do

l[i]:=L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]:

n[i]:=N[i]+B1*(M1[i]+A*N[i])+B*(M2[i]+A1*N[i])+B*B1*(L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]):

m[i]:=M1[i]*(1+B*A1)+M2[i]*A*B+L[i]*B+N[i]*A*(1+B*A1):

mc[i]:=M2[i]*(1+B1*A)+M1[i]*A1*B1+L[i]*B1+N[i]*A1*(1+B1*A):

end do:

A:=I*(-sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*(r^2+a^2-sqrt((r^2+a^2)*Sigma+2*M*r*a^2*sin(u)^2))/(Delta*a*sin(u))):

B:=A*Delta/(2*Sigma-A*A1*Delta):

g:=array(1..4,1..4,[

(1,1)=1-2*M*r/Sigma,(1,2)=0,(1,3)=0,(1,4)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,

(2,1)=0,(2,2)=-Sigma/Delta,(2,3)=0,(2,4)=0,

(3,1)=0,(3,2)=0,(3,3)=-Sigma,(3,4)=0,

(4,1)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,(4,2)=0,(4,3)=0,(4,4)=-((r^2+a^2)+2*a^2*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma)*sin(u)^2]):

ll:=array(1..4):

nn:=array(1..4):

mm:=array(1..4):

mmc:=array(1..4):

for j from 1 to 4 do

ll[j]:=l[1]*g[1,j]+l[2]*g[2,j]+l[3]*g[3,j]+l[4]*g[4,j]:

nn[j]:=n[1]*g[1,j]+n[2]*g[2,j]+n[3]*g[3,j]+n[4]*g[4,j]:

mm[j]:=m[1]*g[1,j]+m[2]*g[2,j]+m[3]*g[3,j]+m[4]*g[4,j]:

mmc[j]:=mc[1]*g[1,j]+mc[2]*g[2,j]+mc[3]*g[3,j]+mc[4]*g[4,j]:

end do:

lambda314:=-diff(ll[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(ll[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda431:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*l[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*l[2]-

diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*l[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*l[2]:

lambda143:= diff(mmc[1],u)*l[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*l[2]*m[3]-

diff(mmc[4],r)*l[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*l[4]*m[3]:

lambda324:=-diff(nn[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(nn[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda432:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*n[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*n[2]-

diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*n[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*n[2]:

lambda243:= diff(mmc[1],u)*n[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*n[2]*m[3]-

diff(mmc[4],r)*n[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*n[4]*m[3]:
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s1:=(1/2*(lambda314+lambda431-lambda143)):

s2:=(-1/2*(lambda243+lambda324-lambda432)):

s:=(1/2*s1+s2):

Q:=simplify(sqrt(sin(u)^2*((r^2+a^2)^2-a^2*(r^2-2*M*r+a^2)*sin(u)^2))):

simplify(-1/2*int(taylor(s*Q,a=0,7),u=0..Pi));
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A.4 Nester-Witten integral in Kerr-Newman

space-time

restart:

assume(r,real,a,real,u,real,M,real,q,real): additionally(r,positive,a,positive,M,positive,q,positive):

Delta:=r^2-2*M*r+a^2+q^2:

Sigma:=r^2+a^2*cos(u)^2:

rho1:=r+I*a*cos(u):

L:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/Delta),(2)=1,

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/Delta)]):

N:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify((r^2+a^2)/(2*Sigma)),(2)=simplify(-Delta/(2*Sigma)),

(3)=0,(4)=simplify(a/(2*Sigma))]):

M1:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*rho1)),(4)=simplify(I/(sqrt(2)*rho1*sin(u)))]):

M2:=array(1..4,[(1)=simplify(-I*a*sin(u)/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(2)=0,

(3)=simplify(1/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1))),(4)=simplify(-I/(sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*sin(u)))]):

A1:=conjugate(A):

B1:=conjugate(B):

l:=array(1..4):

n:=array(1..4):

m:=array(1..4):

mc:=array(1..4):

for i from 1 to 4 do

l[i]:=L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]:

n[i]:=N[i]+B1*(M1[i]+A*N[i])+B*(M2[i]+A1*N[i])+B*B1*(L[i]+A1*M1[i]+A*M2[i]+A*A1*N[i]):

m[i]:=M1[i]*(1+B*A1)+M2[i]*A*B+L[i]*B+N[i]*A*(1+B*A1):

mc[i]:=M2[i]*(1+B1*A)+M1[i]*A1*B1+L[i]*B1+N[i]*A1*(1+B1*A):

end do:

A:=I*(-sqrt(2)*conjugate(rho1)*(r^2+a^2-sqrt((r^2+a^2)*Sigma+2*M*r*a^2*sin(u)^2))/(Delta*a*sin(u))):

B:=A*Delta/(2*Sigma-A*A1*Delta):

g:=array(1..4,1..4,[(1,1)=1-2*M*r/Sigma,(1,2)=0,(1,3)=0,

(1,4)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,(2,1)=0,(2,2)=-Sigma/Delta,

(2,3)=0,(2,4)=0,(3,1)=0,(3,2)=0,(3,3)=-Sigma,(3,4)=0,(4,1)=2*a*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma,

(4,2)=0,(4,3)=0,(4,4)=-((r^2+a^2)+2*a^2*M*r*sin(u)^2/Sigma)*sin(u)^2]):

ll:=array(1..4):

nn:=array(1..4):

mm:=array(1..4):

mmc:=array(1..4):

for j from 1 to 4 do

ll[j]:=l[1]*g[1,j]+l[2]*g[2,j]+l[3]*g[3,j]+l[4]*g[4,j]:

nn[j]:=n[1]*g[1,j]+n[2]*g[2,j]+n[3]*g[3,j]+n[4]*g[4,j]:

mm[j]:=m[1]*g[1,j]+m[2]*g[2,j]+m[3]*g[3,j]+m[4]*g[4,j]:

mmc[j]:=mc[1]*g[1,j]+mc[2]*g[2,j]+mc[3]*g[3,j]+mc[4]*g[4,j]:

end do:

lambda314:=-diff(ll[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(ll[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda431:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*l[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*l[2]-

diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*l[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*l[2]:

lambda143:= diff(mmc[1],u)*l[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*l[2]*m[3]-

diff(mmc[4],r)*l[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*l[4]*m[3]:

lambda324:=-diff(nn[4],u)*m[3]*mc[4]+diff(nn[4],u)*m[4]*mc[3]:

lambda432:=-diff(mm[1],u)*mc[3]*n[1]+diff(mm[3],r)*mc[3]*n[2]-

diff(mm[4],u)*mc[3]*n[4]+diff(mm[4],r)*mc[4]*n[2]:

lambda243:= diff(mmc[1],u)*n[1]*m[3]-diff(mmc[3],r)*n[2]*m[3]-
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diff(mmc[4],r)*n[2]*m[4]+diff(mmc[4],u)*n[4]*m[3]:

s1:=(1/2*(lambda314+lambda431-lambda143)):

s2:=(-1/2*(lambda243+lambda324-lambda432)):

s:=(1/2*s1+s2):

Q:=simplify(sqrt(sin(u)^2*((r^2+a^2)^2-a^2*(r^2-2*M*r+a^2)*sin(u)^2))):

simplify(-1/2*int(taylor(s*Q,a=0,5),u=0..Pi));
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